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Course description and objectives
The course carries 4CFU and it is structured in four parts dedicated to a) two-stage stochastic
programs, b) multi-stage stochastic programs, c) scenario generation and d) solution methods
for stochastic programs. The course will enable doctoral students to get in-depth theoretical
and practical knowledge of optimization problems involving uncertain parameters for which
stochastic models are available. Optimization problems involving stochastic models occur in almost
all areas of science and engineering, from transportation, energy to finance [6-9]. Due to the
presence of uncertainty, the theory combines concepts of the optimization, probability, statistics and
functional analysis.
The first two parts of the course address modeling issues and theory of both two-stage and
multistage stochastic programs. Stochastic programming examples from different applications
areas, which intend to help the student build intuition on how to model uncertainty, are presented.
The basic concepts such as recourse actions, chance (probabilistic) constraints, the nonanticipativity principle, the scenario tree and the value of information are introduced in the context
of specific models such as the farmer problem or the news vendor problems [1-4]. In a more general
setting, conditions for optimality, solution stability, the forms of the feasible region and objective
function will be also addressed.
Part three and four of the course address several methods for scenario generation from crude Monte
Carlo sampling, moment matching, optimal discretization to scenario reduction and solution
methods for stochastic programming [10-15].
Exposure to foundation, seminal contributions as well as to current results and software
developments will enable the students to link in a consistent and rigorous way state-of-theart theory and practical approaches in this area.

Outline
a)

Two-stage stochastic programs
a.1
definition
a.2
primal and dual problems
a.3
key results
a.4
probability space and maxmin approach

b)

Multi-stage stochastic programs
b.1
dynamic (multistage) stochastic optimization
b.2
nonlinear stochastic programs
b.3
value of information

b.4
time consistency
b.5
stochastic control and dynamic stochastic programming
Lab session – Matlab+Gams
c)

Scenario generation
c.1
methods for scenario generation
c.2
crude Monte Carlo
c.3
distances between probability spaces
c.4
importance sampling – expected value of perfect information
c.5
scenario reduction
Lab session – scenario reduction

d)

Solution methods for stochastic programs
d.1
direct methods
d.2
decomposition methods
d.3
approximate methods
Lab session – GAMS solvers
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14. Extended set of articles and references distributed in class.
15. Lecture notes.

